The (e,2e) process is analyzed for the case of an ultrafast electron pulse incident upon a target prepared in a time-varying, coherent superposition of states. Conditions under which time-resolved target momentum densities can be obtained from experimental measurements are discussed. Results for coherent electronic motions in both the H atom and the H2 + molecule are used to illustrate the capability of an ultrafast electron pulse to image time-dependent target electron dynamics. We then propose the use of an ultrafast electron (e, 2e) measurement to image a controllable, laser-driven coherent electron population transfer in lithium atoms using currently available femtosecond electron pulses.
The last decade has seen growing interest in attosecond science [1] [2] [3] , one of whose goals is to image time-resolved electron dynamics. Nowadays, electron pulses with femtosecond (fs) durations have been reported [4, 5] . Recently, single-electron pulses with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) duration of 28 fs have been demonstrated [6] and a scheme for reaching attosecond resolution by optical gating [7] has been proposed. Simulations of electron scattering processes employing attosecond duration incident electron pulses, whether treated simply as potential scattering [8] or more rigorously as coherent scattering [9] [10] [11] , have demonstrated the ability of such ultrashort electron pulses to image electronic motions in target atoms and molecules.
We demonstrate here that attosecond electron pulse (e, 2e) processes are capable of directly imaging time-dependent momentum space densities ρ(q,t) of coherent states of both the H atom and the H2 + molecule. The symmetric-noncoplanar setup [12] is chosen since measurements are directly related to ρ(qz,td), which is measured by varying the detector azimuth angle φ (see Fig. 1 ).
Since current electron pulse durations are still insufficient to resolve electronic motions that are typically of fs order or less, we have investigated an electronic motion whose duration can be controlled to be longer than existing electron pulse durations: specifically, adiabatic passage of the Li atom's valence electron from the 2s to the 2p state by means of a frequency-chirped laser pulse [13] . Our simulations [13] demonstrated the imaging of this laser-driven electron population transfer by means of ultrafast electron diffraction. We expect the (e,2e) process can similarly image the time-dependence of this transition.
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